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           2nd June, 2019 

 
Industrial raw materials: PCDMA demands continuation of FTR for importers 
KARACHI: Chairman Pakistan Chemicals and Dyers Merchant Association (PCDMA), Shahid 
Vaseem has demanded continuation Final Tax Regime (FTR) for commercial importers of industrial 
raw materials. 
 
He mentioned that because commercial importers pay 6 percent advance non-adjustable tax at import 
stage, whereas industrial importers of same raw material pay only 5.5 percent adjustable/refundable 
advance tax and avail tax exemption certificate facility, therefore it is not justified to withdraw FTR 
from commercial importers without giving them options of claiming tax refund and facility for 
issuance of tax exemption certificate due to excess tax paid at import stage. 
 
Shahid Vaseem said in a meeting of major commercial importers of industrial raw materials of Jodia 
Bazar that similar rate of duty for custom clearance stage for both commercial importers of industrial 
raw material and industrial importers and are assessed at same value by implementation of valuation 
ruling or international scan or customs data, either imported by commercial importers or industrial 
importers, therefore it has eliminated the possibility of under invoicing on industrial raw materials. 
 
He said by imposing similar rate of sales tax on industrial raw materials will also eliminate the issue 
of imports by non-genuine industries and excessive imports by the genuine industries, importing big 
volumes of industrial raw materials to sale in market to get huge profit due to less taxation and get 
extra ordinary benefits of different SROs and for this reason commercial importers of industrial raw 
materials will going to finish and at same time Government also get losses in national exchequer. 
 
He demanded the government to provide a level-playing field for commercial importers who are 
importing industrial raw material for SME segment. 
 
He explained that 3 percent Additional Sales Tax on import of industrial raw materials if imported by 
commercial importers is irrational and unjustified, because 3 percent Additional Sales Tax can only 
be applied if the value addition on raw material is assumed 17.65 percent, which is not possible 
because there is no process of value addition involved and no inputs such as land, buildings, 
machinery, labour, electricity and gas etc. are used by commercial importers of same industrial 
importers. 
 
On the contrary the value addition by manufacturers is assumed as 10 percent only and the GST is 
charged at the rate of 1.7 percent despite all the above inputs. 
 
He claimed that by implementing same rate of taxes and extending benefits of different SROs for 
both commercial importers and industrial importers of Raw materials for one year will result in 
significant drop in import volume by the industrial importers, which will prove the misuse of reduce 
tax facility by the industrial importers and provide option to the government to trace the non-genuine 
industries who are only existing for importing raw materials for commercial sales. 
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